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Abstract 
The model theory of groups of unitriangular matrices over rings is studied. An important tool 
in these studies is a new notion of a quasiunitriangular group. The models of the theory of all 
unitriangular groups (of fixed nilpotency class) are algebraically characterized; it turns out that 
all they are quasiunitriangular groups. It is proved that if R and S are domains or commutative 
associative rings then two quasiunitriangular groups over R and S are isomorphic only if R and 
S are isomorphic or antiisomorphic. This algebraic result is new even for ordinary unitriangular 
groups. The groups elementarily equivalent to a single unitriangular group UT,,(R) are studied. 
If R is a skew field, they are of the form UT,(S), for some S = R. In general, the situation is not 
so nice. Examples are constructed demonstrating that such a group need not be a unitriangular 
group over some ring; moreover, there are rings P and R such that UT,,(P) = UT,(R), but 
UT,(P) cannot be represented in the form UT,(S) for S = R. We also study the number of 
models in a power of the theory of a unitriangular group. In particular, we prove that, for any 
communicative associative ring R and any infinite power 1, 1(1, R) = I(,?, UT,,(R)). We con- 
struct an associative ring such that I@, , R) = 3 and I(K1 ,UT,(R)) = 2. We also study models 
of the theory of UT,(R) in the case of categorical R. 
For an associative ring with unit R, let UT,(R) be the group of all upper unitriangu- 
lar matrices over R, that is matrices with entries in R which have zeros below the main 
diagonal and units on it. For n = 1 the group is trivial and for n = 2 it is isomorphic to 
the additive group of R; so the only interesting case is n 3 3. For any n, the group 
UT,(R) is (n - 1) step nilpotent. 
The model theory of unitriangular groups began with Maltsev’s paper [16]. He 
considered only the case n = 3. (Note that UT,(R) is a group even if R is not 
associative.) He showed that the ring R can be interpreted in the group UT,(R) with 
certain parameters and gave an algebraic characterization of groups of this form. 
Rose Cl93 applied the idea of Maltsev’s work to the ring NT,,(R) of all upper 
niltriangular n x n matrices, n > 3. He showed that the ring R is interpretable in the 
ring NT,(R) with parameters and gave a first order axiomatization of the class of all 
rings of the from NT,,(F), where F is a field. It follows that every ring elementarily 
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equivalent to NT,,(F) has a form NT,,(K) for some field K. The problem whether 
K = F remained open. Wheeler [23] answered the question in the positive proving 
that NT,,(F) N NT,,(K) iff F N K. The result obviously implies the K,-categoricity of 
the ring NT,(F) for an algebraically closed field F. 
Videla [21] generalized Wheeler’s result from fields to arbitrary associative rings 
with unit. He also found an explicit recursive axiom system for the first order theory of 
the class of rings of the form NT,,(R) and gave an algebraic description of its models. 
He applied the latter result to prove that, for any infinite power A, 
I(& R) = I(& NT,,(R)). (Here I(n, M) denotes the number of models of power I of the 
theory of a structure n/r.) Videla asked whether 1(& R) = I(A, UT,,(R)) for any asso- 
ciative ring with unit [21,22]. In [22] he generalized Maltsev’s result to certain 
maximal unipotent subgroups of Chevalley groups and proved that, if L is a root 
system and F is a field of characteristic # 2,3, any group elementary equivalent to 
U,(F) is isomorphic to U,(K) for some K = F. As a corollary he showed that, for any 
infinite field F with char(F) # 2,3, I(& F) = Z(A, U,(F)). Note that UT,(F) is U,(F) 
for the root system L of the type A, _ 1. In the present paper we show that, in general, 
Videla’s question has a negative answer, but in important special cases the answer is 
positive. 
We extensively studied the model theory of groups of the form UT,(R) in the 
papers [2-71. Here we extend the results to arbitrary n > 3. 
Let R be a ring with unit, associative if II > 3. For any gi, . . . ,gn_ i, symmetric 
2-cocycles from R’ to itself, in Section 1 we define a group UT,(R, gi, . . . , g,,_ r) with 
the same underlying set as for the group UT,(R). If the cocycles are zeros, we get 
the ordinary UT,,(R). The new group has the same commutation operation as 
the old one; hence it is (n - 1) step nilpotent (Section 1.4). The groups of the form 
UT,(R,g,, . . . , gn _ 1) are called quasiunitriangular. We give an algebraic characteriza- 
tion of quasiunitriangular and unitriangular groups (Section 1.7). It turns out that the 
class of all quasiunitriangular groups of fixed nilpotency class is first order axiomatiz- 
able, but this fails for unitriangular groups (Section 2.2). Then we study the question to 
what extent a quasiunitriangular group over a ring determines the ring. As 
UT,(R,g,, . . . ,gn-1) = UT,(RoP>g,-,> . . . >gi), 
one could only hope that the group determines the ring up to isomorphism or 
antiisomorphism (Section 1.10). Nevertheless, in general, it is not the case: there exist 
associative R and S such that UT,(R) N UT,(S), but R is not isomorphic to S and Sop 
(Proposition 1.9). We prove that if R and S are domains or commutative associative 
rings, then 
UT,(R, 91, . . . ,gn-l) = UTn(S,q,, . . . ,a-1) 
implies R N S or Sop (Sections 1.15, 1.17). The result seems new even for ordinary 
unitriangular groups. 
In Section 2 we study models of the first order theory of the class of unitriangular 
groups. It turns out that they all are exactly the so called locally pure quasiunitriangular 
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groups (Section 2.2). We also study groups elementarily equivalent to a single 
unitriangular group UT,(R). We have a number of positive results here, under some 
restrictions on R. For example, if R is a skew field, any group elementarily equivalent 
to UT,(R) is of the form UT,(S) for some S = R (Corollary 2.15). In general, the 
situation is not so nice. We construct examples demonstrating that such a group need 
not be a unitriangular group over some ring; moreover, there are rings P and R 
such that UT,(P) E UT,(R), but UT,(P) cannot be represented in the form 
UT,(S, ql, . . , qn_ 1) for S = R (Proposition 2.20). 
In Section 3 we study the number of models in a power of the theory of a unitrian- 
gular group. We prove that, for any commutative associative ring R and any infinite 
power i, Z(n, R) = I(& UT,,(R)) (Theorem 3.8). For domains R we can prove the 
analogous result only for an uncountable 2; we know that I(,&, R) 3 I(&, UT,(R)) 
and > could be only if R is a skew field with some pathological properties (Theorem 
3.9); I conjecture that such skew fields do not exist. We construct an associative ring 
such that Z(Ki, R) = 3 and Z(Ki, UT,,(R)) = 2 (Theorem 3.20). We also study models 
of the theory of UT,(R) in the case of categorical R. We show that, for every infinite 1, 
a ring R is A-categorical iff the group UT,(R) is L-categorical (Propositions 3.22,3.23). 
If a ring R is &-categorical, all the models of Th(UT,(R)) are of the form UT,(S), 
S = R (Proposition 3.22). I do not know whether an analogous result holds for an 
Hi-categorical R. We discuss the question in detail and give some equivalent formula- 
tions of the problem (see 3.24-3.28, 3.30-3.32, 3.34). 
1. Quasiunitriangulzr groups 
In this section we introduce a new notion of quasiunitriangular group generalizing 
unitriangular groups. The special case n = 3 was considered in the author’s papers 
[2-71. 
1.1. Symmetric 2-cocycles and abeliarz group extensions 
Recall that a symmetric 2-cocycle from an abelian group B to an abelian group A is 
defined to be a map g : B x B 4 A satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) Ax* Y) + dz, x + Y) = g(z + x, y) + dz, x), 
(2) dx, 0) = do, xl = 0, 
(3) g(x, Y) = dY> -XI. 
A symmetric 2-cocycle g is said to be a coboundary if, for some q : B + A, 
cd% Y) = 4(x)+ 4(Y) - 4(x + Y). 
Cocycles g1 and g2 are called cohomologous if g1 - g2 is a coboundary. 
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For any symmetric 2-cocycle g: B x B -+ A, one can define an abelian group 
[A, B, g] with the underlying set A x B and the group operation 
(a, b) + (a’, b’) = (a + a’ + g(b, b’), b + b’). 
For the homomorphisms ~(a) = (a, 0) and ~(a, b) = (0, b), the sequence 
0-A -,[A,B,g] -+,B+O 
is exact, so it is an extension of A by B; denote it by E(g). The extension E(g) splits iff 
g is a coboundary; moreover, gi and g2 are cohomologous iff E(g,) and E(gz) are 
equivalent. Every abelian extension of A by B is equivalent to E(g) for some g. 
I .2. Elementary matrices 
Let R be a ring with unit, n > 3. For 1 < i, j < n, eij denotes the matrix which has 
1 as its (i, j) entry and 0 elsewhere; e denotes the identity n x n matrix. Clearly, 
eije,k = 0 for j # 1 and eij t?jk = eik. For i # j and a E R, denote tij(U.) = e + aeij and 
tij = tij(l). It is easy to verify that tij(~)-’ = tij( - CC); [t;j(a), tlk(p)] = e, for i # k, 
j # 1; [tij(a), tjk(fi)] = tik(ab), for i # k. Clearly, tij(CC) EUT,(R) for i <j. 
1.3. New group operation 
Let gl, . . . , gn_ 1 be symmetric 2-cocycles from R’, the additive group of R, to itself. 
Define a new binary operation 0 on the set of all upper unitriangular n x n matrices 
over R. Let denote the usual matrix multiplication. If n > 3, suppose that R is 
associative; then, for n > 3, the operation . is associative. For a = (aij) and b = (flij), 
upper unitriangular n x n matrices over R, put 
Note that 
Bi,i+ ii),,.. 
(9 Caij)‘(Pij) = (Yij) implies cli,i+l + Pi,i+l = Yi,i+l, 
(ii) (aij)-’ = (Sij) implies 6i,i+l = - ai,i+l. 
Due to (2), e is neutral with respect to 0. A direct computation using (1) shows that 0 is 
associative. Using (ii), (3) and the equality a. aeln = Eel,, . a = ael,, it is easy to see that 
( 
n-1 
&l, = .-l _ 
izl gitai,i+l, - Q,i+l) 
) 
eh. 
is the inverse element for a with respect to 0. 
So 0 is a group operation. Denote the new group by UT,(R, gl, . . . , gn- l). We call 
a group of this form a quasiunitriangular group over R. Clearly, UT,(R) is a special 
case of the construction, namely UT,(R, 0, . . . ,O). 
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1.4. Commutation 
A direct computation using (i), (ii), (l)-(3) shows that 
&‘)abQa=a-‘.b.a, 
So the commutation operation in the new group coincides with the old one. It follows 
that the new group has the same lower and upper central series, centralizers etc. as 
the old one has. In particular, the new group is (n - 1) nilpotent. Denote 
UT,(R,g,, . . . , g._ 1) by U. Let U, be the kth member of the central lower series of 
U (that is, Ul = U, Um+l = [U,,,, U]); then Uk consists of matrices (ail) with Rij = 0, 
for j - i < k. The center of U consists of matrices of the form tl,(cr). 
1.5. Generators and dejining relations 
Proposition 1.1. The group U is generated by the set 
{tij(C():a ER, 1 d i < j < n}. 
The following relations ‘3 in these generators define the group: 
(i) Ctijtcrh tjk(P)l = tik(aP)2 
(ii) CtijtccX tlk(B)l = G 
(iii) tij(a) 0 tij(P) = tij(a + PI, 
(iv) ti,i+l(CoO ti,i+l(P)= ti,i+l(C( + P)Otln(C7i(4P)), 
where i # k, j # 1 in (ii) and j > i + 1 in (iii). 
Proof. Clearly, the elements tij(a) satisfy % in U. It is easy to show that every element 
in U can be uniquely represented as a product of elements tij(Nij), where tij(crij) is on 
the left of tlk(alk) iff j - i < k - 1 or j - i = k - 1, i > 1. SO the set of all the tij(a)‘S 
generate U. One can easily show that any group word in the tij(U)‘S is equal to 
a product of the form above, modulo ‘R Suppose the word is equal to e in U. Then the 
product is equal to e in U too. Due to the uniqueness of the representation of an 
element of U in the form above, the factors of the product are equal to e in U. So the 
word is equal to e in U iff it is in the normal closure of ‘% in the free group. q 
1.6. One-parameter subgroups 
For i + 1 < j, denote 
Uij = {tij(a): a E R}. 
For i < n, denote 
Ui,i+l = {ti,i+l(a) + h: atB ER}- 
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Clearly, these are subgroups in U. The families 
{tij: lbi<j<n} and (Uij: l<i<j<n} 
have the following properties, 
(0) u lnd ui i+l. 
(1) [Uij, Ul,j = e, for i # k, j # 1 and [Uij, Ujk] = Uik. 
(2) [Uij, tjk] = Uik and [tki, Uij] = U,j. 
(3) The centralizers of tjk and tki in Uij are trivial if j - i > 1 and equal to U,, 
ifj - i = 1. 
The properties (l)-(3) follow from (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1.1. 
(4) CC% Yl, 21 = IL-% CY, Zll, for X E uij, Y E Ujk, Z E Ukl. 
The property (4) makes sense only if n > 3; it follows from (i) of Proposition 1.1 and 
the associativity of R. 
TO formulate the next property we need some notations. For x E Uij, define rij(x) as 
follows: 
I 
[[tli, X], tjn] if 1 < i < j < n, 
Sij(X) = 
CtIi, xl if l<i<j=n, 
Lx, tjnl if l=i<j<n, 
X if l=i<j=n. 
Clearly, Zij is an epimorphism from Uij onto U In whose kernel is Ui,, if j = i + 1 and 
trivial if j > i + 1. 
(5) For X E Uij, y E Ujk, Z E Ump, V E Up4, 
rij(x) = r,&) and rjk(Y) = r,,(u) implies rik([X, Y]) = r,,,,([z, ~1). 
The property (5) is a consequence of (i) of Proposition 1.1. 
(6) Every element in U can be represented as a product of elements uij E Uij, where 
uij is on the left of ulk iff j - i < k - 1 or j - i = k - 1, i > 1. In such a representation 
uii is uniquely determined if i + 1 < j, (i, j) # (1, n) and uniquely determined modulo 
U1, otherwise. 
The property (6) follows from the fact already mentioned in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 1.1: every element in U can be uniquely represented as a product of elements 
tij(aij), where tij(aij) is on the left of tlk(alk) iff j - i < k - 1 or j - i = k - 1, i > 1. 
(7) The extension Ur, Q Vi, i + i is equivalent to E(gi). In particular, Ui, is a direct 
summand in Ui,i+ i iff gi is a coboundary. 
1.7. Characterization theorem 
It turns out that the properties above completely characterize quasiunitriangular 
groups. 
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Theorem 1.2. Let H be a group, n > 3 and b = { hij: 1 < i < j < n} a family in H. The 
following are equivalent: 
(a) there exists a ring R with unit (associative if n > 3) and symmetric 2-cocycles 
91, ... 9 gn- 1 from R ’ to itself such that 
(H, !I) = (UT,(R, 91, . . . ,gn-11, t), 
wheret={tij:l<i<j<n}; 
(b) [hij, hjk] = hik for 1 6 i < j < k < n, and there exists 
$={Hij:l<i<j<n), 
a family of subgroups in H with hij E Hij, satisfying the conditions (O)-(6) from Section 1.6 
in which U, Uij and tij are replaced by H, Hij and hi,, respectively. 
Moreover, if(a) holds, we can choose & in such a way that for all i the extension 
HI, < Hi,i+ 1 is equivalent to E(gi); if(b) holds, we can choose the g;s in such a way that 
for all i the extension HI, ,< Hi. i+ 1 is equivalent to E(gi). 
Proof. As (a) s(b) has been already proved in Section 1.6, we need to prove only 
(b) =(a). 
First of all, by the first part of(l), all the groups Hij are abelian, and, by (2) Zij maps 
Hij onto HI,,. Define a ring 
(Ring(H, 8, h), H, q 3) 
as follows. Its additive group is HI,,, so u H v = uv, for u, v E HI,,. Put 
zij(x) q zjk(Y) = Tik([IX, Yl), 
for x E Uij, y E Uj,. Due to (5), it is a well-defined operation on HI,. Due to the first 
part of (I), the maps Zij are homomorphisms and q is distributive with respect to H ; 
so HI, forms a ring with respect to H and q . 
The element hI, is the unit of this ring. Indeed, let u E HI,, u = Zli(x) = Zjn(y), where 
1 < i < n, 1 < j < n, x E Hli, y E Hj,. Then 
u q hl, = Zli(X) q zi”(hi,) = Zln( [X, bin]) = U, 
hln q U = rtj(h,j) 15 rjn(Y) = rln(Chlj, Y]) = U. 
We show that the operation 0 is associative if n > 3. Let u, v, w gHIn. Choose 
1 < i <j < n, x EHI~, y ~Hij and z EH~, such that u = Z,i(X), v = Tij(y) w = Zjn(Z). 
Then, taking into account (4) we have 
(U OV) q W =Tlj([X,Y]) q Tjn(Z) 
= ~l”(CCX, Yl, zl) = ~In(CX, CY, 211) 
=Z~i(X)OZin([Y,Z])=U~(V~W). 
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Remark 1.3. Due to (i) and (iii) of Proposition 1.1, the map CY H tin(~) is an isomor- 
phism from R onto 
Ring WT,(R, gl, . . . , gn - 1 ), U, t), 
where U = { Uij: 1 < i <j < n>. So Ring(H, 9, h) can be non-associative for n = 3: in 
fact, Ring(UT,(R, gi, g2), U, t) is associative iff R is. 
We now show that, for R = (Ring(H, 6, h) and for some gk, . . . , gn_ 1, 
(K $1 = (UT@, 91, . . . ,gn-d, t). 
By (3), rij is an isomorphism if j > i + 1 and has a kernel Hi, if j = i + 1. For 
j>i+l, put Pij=Zii’. For any CCEH in, choose an element pi,i+ k(a) in the set 
rCik+i(g). AS ri,i+i(e) = e and ri,i+i(hi,i+i) = hi,, we can choose Pi,i+i(e) = e and 
Pi,i+ i(hi”) = hi,i+ i * BY (6), the set 
{pij(H): GL EHln, 1 d i <j < rl} 
generates the group H. For CX, B EH~,,, put 
gi(a,8)=Pi,i+l(cc)‘Pi,i+l(B)‘Pi,i+l(ap)-’. 
Then gi is a symmetric 2-cocycle from the additive group of R to itself, and the 
extension H,, 6 Hi,i+l is equivalent to E(gi). If this extension splits, one can choose 
Pij to be a monomorphism; in this case gi = 0. Indeed, let Xi be a homomorphism from 
Hi, to Hi,i+i such that ri,i+i 0 Zi = id. Then 
hi,i+ 1 . ni(hln)- 1 E Ker(Ti,i+ 1) = HI,. 
For h eHln, put 
Pi,i+k(h)= xi(h)*(h o(hi,i+l.ni(hl,)-‘)). 
Clearly, Pi, i + I is a homomorphism from Hl, to Hi,i+l, Zi,i+1opi,i+l =id and 
pi,i+l(hi,) = hi,i+i. 
We show that the mapping tij(M) H&E), 1 < i < j < n, CC E R, can be extended to 
a homomorphism f from UT,(R, gl, . . . ,gn_ 1) onto H. It suffices to note that the 
elements pij(a) satisfy the defining relations from Proposition 1.1. The relation 
[Pij(cl), pjk(b)l = pik(a q /?) 
is equivalent to rik( [pij(Cr), pjk(p)]) = c( a p; the latter holds by definition of !Xl. 
The relation 
CPij(a)7 Prk(P)l = e 
holds for i # k, j # 1, due to the first part of (1). If i + 1 < j, the relation 
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is equivalent to c1 EB /I = a/3; the latter holds by definition of q . The relation 
holds by definition of gi because or,, = id and a EB fi = a& for a, /? E Hi,. 
We show that fis an isomorphism. Supposefsends the matrix a to e. In the proof of 
Proposition 1.1 we showed how to represent the matrix u as a product of the tu(Uij)‘s; 
then e is the product of the pij(“ij)‘s in the same order. By (6), pij(aij) = e if i + 1 <j 
and (i,j) # (1, n) and pii(aij) E Ui,, otherwise. Hence in any case tlij = zij(Pij(aij)) = e; 
so every aij is equal to the zero of the ring R, and a is the identity of U. 
Note thatf(tij) = pij(hl,) = hij and f(uij) = Hij. The proof is completed. 0 
Corollary 1.4. Let H be a group, n > 3 and b = { hij: 1 < i < j < n} a family in H. The 
following are equivalent: 
(a) there exists a ring R with unit (associative if n > 3) such that 
(H, W = (UT,(R), t) 
wheret={tij:ldi<j<n); 
(b) [h,, hjk] = hik, for 1 < i < j < k < n and there exists 
a family of subgroups in H with hij E Hij, satisfying the conditions (O)-(6) from Section 
1.6, in which U, Uij and tij are replaced by H, Hij and hij, respectively and the condition 
‘HI, is a direct summand in every Hi,i+l’. 
I .8. Dejnability of one-parameter subgroups 
Proposition 1.5. Let H be a group and b, 0 satisfy the conditions (b) of Theorem 1.2. 
Then every Hij is first order definable in H with parameters 6 (by certain positive 
primitive formulas, untformly with respect to H and 8). In particular, in (b) of Theorem 
1.2 the family sj is uniquely determined. 
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 1.2 it was shown that 
(H, -9, b) 1: (U, U, t). 
Therefore it suffices to prove that Uij’S are definable in U with parameters t. (In fact, 
we shall define them using only the commutation operation.) 
First of all, note that the centralizer of tij in U consists of all matrices u such that 
u - e has the zero ith column and the zero jth row. 
For 1 Q k < m ,( n, let & be the set of all matrices u E U such that u - e has the 
zero ith row, for i # 1, k, and the zero jth column, for j # m, n. Then A$’ is the 
centralizer in U of the set { tli, tj”: i # k, j # m>. 
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It is easy to show that, for I 6 i < j < n, 
Ce + aeij + kin + Yelj + del,, tj,j+l] = e + aei,j+l + yel,j+l, 
and,forl<i<j<n, 
Cti-l,i, e + aeij + /kin + “$lj + 6el,] = e + CWi-1,j + pei-l,n. 
It follows that 
“j= r 
A: for j = 2, 




for i=n- 1, 




ui,i+l = (U EAT+‘: [u, ti+l,i+z] E[ti,i+l, A!::] and 
I 
Cti-l,i, ~1 ECAi-1, ti,i+ll>. 
Therefore every Uij can be defined in U by a primitive positive formula with 
parameters t and we are done. 0 
Due to Proposition 1.5, we can use the notation Ring(H, h) instead ofRing(H, 9, h). 
1.9. Bases 
Let H be a group, n B 3. A family h satisfying the conditions (b) of Theorem 1.2 is 
said to be a base in H. The base t in U is said to be a standard base in U. Due to 
Proposition 1.5 the set of all bases in H is O-definable by a formula which is 
a conjunction of formulas of the form Vy($(X, J) + $(X, jj)), where 4 and II/ are 
- - 
positive primitive formulas and V X $J (x, e) holds in any group. A base h in H is said to 
be pure (splitting), if, for every i, the extension Hl, < Hi,i+ 1 is pure (splits). Clearly, 
every splitting base is pure. A group is said to be pure if it has a pure base. Corollary 
1.4 says that a group is isomorphic to the group UT,,(R) over some ring R iff it has 
a splitting base. 
Proposition 1.6. Let IJ be a base in a group H. Each of the following conditions 
guarantees that $ splits: 
(1) Z(H) is pure-injectiue and IJ is pure, 
(2) Z(H) is pure-injective and torsion-free, 
(3) Z(H) is a direct sum of cyclic groups and $ is pure, 
(4) every Hi,i + 1 is an elementary abelian group. 
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Proof. (1) The subgroup Hr,, coincides with Z(H) and so is pure-injective; therefore 
the extension Hr, < Hi,i+ I splits, provided it is pure. 
(2) As Hi,i+ 1/H1, 5 Hr, = Z(H) is torsion-free, the extension H1, d Hi,i+ 1 is pure 
and therefore splits, due to the pure-injectivity of Z(H). 
(3) As Hi,i+ ,/H,, N HI, = Z(H) is a direct sum of cyclic groups and the extension 
Hr,d Hii+r is pure, it splits by Kulikov’s theorem [13, 28.21. 
(4) Every subgroup of an elementary abelian group is a direct summand. 0 
In the remaining part of this section we study the question to what extent 
a quasiunitriangular group over a ring determines the ring. 
1.10. Quasiunitriangular groups over RoP 
Proposition 1.7. UT,(R, 91, . . . ,gn-l) N UT,(RoP, gn-l, . . . ,sI). 
Proof. Denote the group operations in UT,,(R), UT,(ROP), UT,(R, gl, . . . ,gn_ 1) and 
UT,(RoP>g,-,, . . . ,si) by *, *, 0 and 0, respectively. Let ‘(aij) be the matrix 
(4-j+l,n-i+l . ) One can verify that ‘(a. v) = ‘II *‘IA. Moreover, for u = (aij), v = (pij), 
‘(U Qv) = ’ 
( ( 
n-l 




= ‘v*‘u + &Sn-i(Pn-i,n-i+l> %-Ln-i+l) eln 
= ‘11 @ ‘u. 
Thus the map u ++‘a is an antiisomorphism from UT,(R, gl, . . . ,gn_ I) onto 
UT,(RoP, gn_ I, . . . ,gl). Since every group is antiisomorphic to itself via the map 
x -x-r and the composition of two antiisomorphisms is an isomorphism, the result 
follows. 0 
Corollary 1.8. UT,,(R) N UT,(RoP). 
1.11. A unitriangular group need not determine a ring 
Proposition 1.9. There exist associative rings R and S such that the groups UT,(R) 
and UT,,(S) are isomorphic, for every n > 3, but R and S are not isomorphic nor anti- 
isomorphic. 
Proof. Let K be an indecomposable associative ring with unit which is not anti- 
isomorphic to itself. Put R = K x K, S = K x Kop. Then R and S are not isomorphic 
nor antiisomorphic; but 
UT,,(R) N UT,(K) x UT,(K) c= UT,(K) x UT,(KoP) = UT,,(S). 0 
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Below we shall show that in the class of commutative associative rings and in the 
class of associative rings without zero divisors such examples do not exist. 
Question. Does UT,(R) N UT,,(S) imply UT,(R) N UT,(S), for associative rings R, 
Sandn,m >3? 
1.12. Bilinear maps in nilpotent groups 
Let n >, 3, G be a (n - 1) step nilpotent group and 
G=Gi >G, > . . . >G,-, >G,= 1 
the lower central series of G. Consider the map 
.fc:GJGz x Gn-2/G”-i -, G,-1, fc(xGz, YG-I) = CT ~1, 
for x EGO, y EG,_~. Using [Gi, Gj] < Gi+j (see [l, Corollary 0.311) one can show 
thatf, is a well-defined bilinear map of abelian groups. Clearly, for isomorphic groups 
the corresponding bilinear maps are isomorphic. 
1.13. The bilinear map of a quasiunitriangular group 
Proposition 1.10. Let n 2 3 and R be a ring with unit, associative ifn > 3. Let U be the 
group UT,(R, gl, . . . , g,,_ r). Then fv is isomorphic to the bilinear map 
fff:R”-’ xRZ --) R, fR((yl, . . . ,~n-I), @I,&)) = ~162 - &K-I. 
Proof. For (yr, . . . ,yn_r) ER”-‘, (6,,6,) eR2 and { ER put 
hi(Y,, . . . ,Yn-1) = tn-i,n(Yn-1)0 ... atl2(Y1)0~2, 
h2(b,b2) = t2,(62)0tl,n-1(61)0U,-1, 
h,(i) = tdi). 
Itiseasytoseethat hI:R”-l + U1/U2,h2:R2 --$ Un_2/U._1 andh,:R -+ CJml are 
isomorphisms of abelian groups and 
fu(hi(Y,, . . . ,~n-A M&, 62)) = Ctn-dyn-d 0 . . . Oh2h), t2nt82)O t,,,-,(b)1 
= tlnh~2 - bl- 1) 
= Mf:(h, . . . ,Y~-I), (61, &)I). 
So fe and ft are isomorphic. 0 
Renaming variables we have 
fnR((& A 7), (a’, P’)) = ap’ - a’P, 
where 7 is an (n - 3)-tuple in R. 
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Corollary 1.11. ZfUT,(R, gl, . . . ,gnml) N UT,(S, Q, . . . ,qnel), thenjz -fi. 
1.14. The ring of a bilinear map 
Letf : Al x A, + A0 be a bilinear map of abelian groups. Denote by P(f) the set of 
all triples (cpO, (pl, (p2) such that Cpi lend and for x1 EAT, ~2 E Al, 
f(cpl(Xl)~ x2) =f(+ %(X2)) = cpO(f(Xl? x2)). 
Clearly, P(f) is a subring of the ring End(AO) x End(A,) x End(A,). 
Proposition 1.12. Let R be an associative ring with unit, n B 3, 
f :R”-lxR2 -+R, f((& P, Y), (a', B')) = aP' - E'B. 
Than (cpO, (pl, cpz) E P(f) zx for some y EZ(R) and some additive homomorphism 
?I:Rn-l _+Rn-3 
cpo(4 = YXY cpl (x, Y, 3 3 (YX, YY, 4% Y, a, cpzk Y) = (YX, YY). 
Proof. The sufficiency follows from the equations 
(YX)V - U(YY) = XW) - (Y4Y = y(xv - UY). 
Suppose a triple (rpO, cpl, cpZ) is in P(f). Let cpl = (zl, cl, x), (p2 = (z2, a& where 
TV, cl EHom(R”-‘, R), n EHom(R”-‘, Rne3) and TV, 17~ EHom(R’, R). The condi- 
tion (cp,,, cpl, cp2) l P(f) is equivalent to the following: 
71(x, y, Z)y’ - x’a,(x, y, 5) = x0,(x’ y’) - 22(x’, y’)y = cpo(xy’ - x’y). 
Specializing x, y, x’ y’, we have 
x’=O,y’= 1: Tl(X, Y, 2) 3 %3(x), 
x’ = 1, y’ = 0: bl(X, y, 5) = f&(y), 
x = 0, y = 1: zz(x’, y’) = cp&‘), 
x = 1, y = 0: 62(X’, y’) = &(Y’). 
So the condition above is equivalent to 
cpo(X)Y’ - X’cpo(Y) = Xcpo(Y’) - cpo(X’)Y = qobY - X’Y). 
Putting x = 1, x’ = 0, we have cpo(l)y’ = cpo(y’). Putting y = 1, y’ = 0, we have 
x’cpo (1) = cpo (x’). Thus 
cpo(x) = cpo(l)x = xcpo(l). 
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So y = q,,(l) EZ(R) and 
cpo(x) = YX, 4%(x, Y> 3 = (YX, YY? 4x9 Y, 3x 
and the proof is completed. 0 
I .15. Isomorphism theorem (the case of commutative rings) 
Theorem 1.13. Let R and S be the associative rings with unit, n 2 3. Suppose 
UT,(R, 91, . . . ,gn-d = UTrd&q,, . . . ,qn-1). 
Then Z(R) ‘v Z(S). If R is commutative, R N S. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.1 l,c N f,“. Clearly, we can assume that R and S have the same 
additive group, say, A. So there are mappings Q,, E Aut(A"-'), $ E Aut(A') and 
Y EA~~(A) such that 
f;s(@i(x), @Z(Y)) = Y(ft(x, y)), for x eA”-i, Y EA’. 
Denote PR = P(ff) and Ps = P(fz). It is easy to see that 
PS = {(Y’rpoY’-‘, %cpl@D;‘, @2(P2@21): (cpo, (pl> CPA EPR}. 
Let ., * and l’, 1* be the multiplication operations and the units of S and R, 
respectively. Fix 6 EZ(R). Define $. EELS, $r EE~~(A”-‘) and $2 cEnd(A’) as 
follows: 
Then (It/o, $i, $2) l PR and therefore (YtioY- ‘, Ol$l@‘; ‘, Q&,0,; ‘) ePs. By Proposi- 
tion 1.12, for some x(S) EZ(S), Y$oY ‘(GI) = ~(@.a. So, for c( E A, 6 EZ(R), 
Y(d+a) = joy. Analogously, there is a map 19: Z(S) + Z(R) such that, for c( E A, 
c EZ(S), Y-‘(c.cc) = Q([)*Y-‘(cc). If follows that x08 = 80x = id; so x is a bijection 
from Z(R) onto Z(S). 
We show that in fact x is a ring isomorphism. Clearly, Y(S) = x(6). Y(l*), for 
6 EZ(R). Therefore, for [, i’ EZ(S), i.Y(l*) = {‘.Y(l*) implies 5 = i’. For 6, 
6’ EZ(R), 
x(6 + s’).Y(l*) = Y(S + 6’) = Y(6) + Y(8) = (x(6) + x(q).Y(l*), 
x(6*6’).Y(l*) = Y((6*6’) = x(6)oY(6’) = x(6)ox(6’).Y(l*), 
Hence, for 6,6’ EZ(R), ~(6 + 6’) = x(6) + x(6’), x(6*6’) = x(S)ox(X). So 
Z(R) N Z(S). 
Note that if Z(R) = R then x(R) = S. Indeed, in this case, for 6 E A, we have 
Y(6) = ~(6) l Y (l*). Then Y( l*) is invertible in S: its inverse element is x(Y _ ‘(1’)). 
Therefore x maps R onto S. So if R is commutative, R N S. 0 
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1.16. Comments 
For the idea to recover a ring via bilinear mappings we were inspired by the work of 
Myasnikov [17], who showed that every non-degenerate bilinear map of abelian groups 
f : A, x A2 -+ A0 such thatf(A1, AZ) generates A, is gJ-bilinear, for some commutative 
ring PJ and structures of Pf--modules on A,,, A1 and A*, which are the greatest with 
respect to this property. In [3] we proved the second part of Theorem 1.13 for n = 3 by 
another method. For a commutative associative ring R, we have found all the bases of 
the group UT,(R, gl, g2) and have shown that the ring corresponding to each of them 
is isomorphic to R. 
Question. Are there a non-associative ring R and an associative ring S with 
UT,(R, gl,gJ = UT,(S> 41, qz)? 
The question is open even for ordinary unitriangular groups. 
I.1 7. Isomorphism theorem (the case of domains) 
Theorem 1.14. Let R and S be associative rings with unit, n 3 3. Suppose S is a non- 
commutative domain and 
UT,(R, 91, . . . ,gn-1) ‘v UTn(S> 41, . . . 3%1). 
Then R is isomorphic or antiisomorphic to S. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.1 l,fF N f:. Clearly, we can assume that R and S have the same 
additive group, say, A. So there exist Ql EAut(A”-‘), Oz E Aut(A’) and Y EAut(A) 
such that 
fi?(@1(-4, Q2(~)) = ~(ffk Y)), for x eA”-l, Y gA2. 
For a bilinear mapf : A”- ’ x A2 + A let 
WI = {(CPI, (~2) EEnW”-‘) x EWA2): f(cpIW, Y) -f(x, (P~(Y))~. 
Denote PR = P[fF] and Ps = P[fz]. It is easy to see that they are subgroups of the 
additive group of the ring End(A”- ‘) x End(A’) and 
Rs = wvPl@‘ll~ @2(P2C1): (Vl> cp2) EPR). 
Let l , * and l’, 1* be the multiplication operations and the units of S and R, 
respectively. Fix p, A E A. Define til l End(A”-‘) and ij2 eEnd(A2) as follows: 
$1(4 P, 7) = (a*/& n*p, Q, $2(&B) = (a*5 p*P). 
Then (til, $2) EP~ and therefore (Ql$r@;l, @2$2@;1) EP~. 
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Lemma 1.15. (qI, (p2) ePs ifl,for some (uniquely determined) p’, A’ EA, 
cpl (a, A 7) = (a. P’, x. BY 44 B, 741, cp,(a,p) =(a.X,p’.p). 
Proof of Lemma 1.15. Since the sufficiency can be verified as above, we need to prove 
only the necessity. Let (pi = (ri, or, rc), (p2 = (r2, rr2). Then (cpr, cpZ) EP~ means that 
r,(a,p,jqoP’- cl’ocrl(c(,/j,jq = ccoO#,p’)- r*(c1’,p’)op. 
Specializing ~1, /I, IX’, /I’, we have 
u’ = 0, B’ = 1’: r1(a, P, 7) = a. OZ(O, 1’) - %(O, 1’). P, 
a’ = l’, p’ = 0: a,(a,P,~) = - aoaz(l’,O) + rz(l*,O)op, 
a=o,p= 1.: zz(tx’, /Y) = - r1(0, l’, 7). /I’ + a’. o,(O, l’, jq, 
CI = l’, fl = 0: cr,(tl’, j’) = Zi(l., 0, 7). p’ - CI’O o,(O, l’, T). 
It follows from the first two identities that r1 and cl do not depend on 7. So 
r,(a, B, 7) 5 01. Pl + Vl l P, Q(a,P)=~*Pz+v2.B, 
ol(&B,?/)-@.JQ +&.P, 62(tx,/?) = CIolc2 + n2.p. 
Therefore 
(crop, + vro@ofi’- c1’o(c1orc1 + n1.p) 
~a.(a’.IC~+12~.~‘)--(a’.p~+v~*~‘)~~. 
Specializing CI, j?, CC’, p’, we have 
c( = a’ = l’, fl = /I’ = 0: Kl = - K2, 
c( = a’ = 0, fi = p’ = 1’: vi = - v2, 
@ = p’ = l’, @’ = /I = 0: Pl = A29 
M. = p’ = 0, a’ = p = 1’: 
11 = Pz. 
so 
t1(4 B, 74 = a* Pl + Vl l P, z,(a, p) = cc. I, - Vl. p, 
a1(4 B, 7) iz cY.0 Jcl + Al l P, 02(cx,p) = - cfO?cl + pi*/?. 
Therefore 
(“OPl + vlop)op’- a’o(ccoKl + A,./?) 
~cc.(-cr’.rc,+p1.~‘)-(c1’.~1-v1.~’).~, 
that is 
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As S is a non-commutative domain, if follows that v1 = rcl = 0. Thus 
rl(&P, 7) = ti.Pl, %(a, B) = @. 21, 
fl1(s s, 7) = A1 l P, gz(a, B) EE p1 l P. 
So we can put p’ = pi, 2’ = A,. To see the uniqueness of p’ and 1’ put CI = /I = 1’. The 
lemma is proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.14 (continued). By the lemma, 
@&@;l(cl, /3) = (a. 2, P’O p). 
So for every 1, p EA there are uniquely determined 2, p’ EA such that 
(&(a*2, p*D), G(a*L p*B)) = (&(% B). 2’9 $0 t&(6 B)), 
where (&(cr, /I) z (0,(a, p), &(a, /?)). Putting a = j3 = l*, we have, for every A, p EA, 
!5$(/2, p) = e,(l*, l*). i’, e2(~, p) = p’o e2(i*, I*). 
Denote edI*, I*), cdl*, I*) by L, L respectively. Since Q2 is a permutation of A2, 
Q1(&,pO) = &(&,p,,) = l’, for some &,po EA. Then l’= 5r0& = &O t2. As in 
domains one-side inverses are inverses, t1 and t2 are invertible in S; let 11~ and q2 be 
their inverses in S. So 
A’ = fho elv, PI, P’ = e2(5 do h 
and, for every c1,fi, 1, p EA, 




e2(EhA, ~*9)~ v2 = (e,(a, P). ~2)oop(e2(n, P)~ ~1~). 
The latter identities mean that the automorphism of the abelian group A2 
455 P) = h l f31 (4 oh eat4 0). d 
is an isomorphism from the ring R x RoP onto S x Sop. As S is a domain, it is indecom- 
posable into a direct product; therefore R N S or Sop. 0 
Remark 1.16. In [4] we have proved this theorem by another method in a special case, 
namely, for n = 3 and a non-commutative skew field S. We have found all the bases of 
the group UT3(S, ql, q2) and have shown that the rings corresponding to them are 
isomorphic to S or Sop. 
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2. Groups elementary equivalent to a unitriangular group 
Denote the expanded group (UT,(R, gl, . . . ,gnel), t) by UTX(R, gl, . . . ,g._ 1). By 
Section 1.7, such expanded groups can be characterized as groups with a distinguished 
base; the expanded groups of the form UT,*(R) can be characterized as groups with 
a distinguished splitting base. 
Clearly, 
UTXR, 91, . . . ,gn-1) = (UT,%& 41, . . . ,qn-1) 
implies R cx S because R N Ring(UTz(R, gl, . . . , gn_ 1)). 
For a class of rings R, denote by UT,(R), UT,*(s), QUT,(SI) and QUT,*(Si) 
the classes of groups of the forms UT,,(R), UT,*(R), UT,(R, g,, . . . ,g,_l) and 
UT,*(R, 91, . . . , gn_ I), respectively, where R E R. The classes of groups or expanded 
groups of the forms UT,(R, gl, . . . , gn_ 1), UT,*(R, gl, . . . , g,,- 1), where R ER and the 
standard base is pure, are denoted by PQUT,(R) and PQUT,*(R), respectively. We 
shall omit R if it is the class of all rings with unit, for n = 3, or the class of all associative 
rings with unit, for n > 3. 
We denote the axiomatizable closure of a class X of structures by 2. 
2.1. The axiomatizable closure of UT,* 
Proposition 2.1. Let R be a class of rings. (1) Ifsi is (jinitely) axiomatizable, QUT,*(R) is 
also (jinitely) axiomatizable. (2) UT,*(R) = PQUT,*(K). 
In particular, QUT,* is jinitely axiomatizable and UT,* = PQUT,*. 
Proof. (1) is a consequence of Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 1.5. 
(2) Using Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 1.5, it is easy to show that PQUT,*(g) is 
axiomatizable. As it contains UT,*(s), it contains also UT,*(R). To prove the converse 
inclusion it suffices to show that every K,-saturated member 8 of PQUT,*(E) is in 
UT,*(A). The center of Q is HI-saturated and so pure-injective (see [ll, 1.111). By (1) of 
Proposition 1.6,8 E UT,*(G). As UT,*(G) c UT,*(%), we are done. q 
Remark 2.2. The class UT,* is a proper subclass of the class PQUT,*. For example, let 
R = Z x Q. Then Ext(R+, R+) N Ext(Q, Z) # 0. If gl, . . . ,gn_l are symmetric 2- 
cocycles from the group R+ to itself and not all of them are coboundaries, 
UTZ(R,gl,..., gn _ 1 ) is in PQUT,* but not in UT,*. So the class UT,* is not axiomatizable. 
2.2. The axiomatizable closure of UT,, 
For I c o, a base b in a group H is said to be I-pure if, for every m E I, HI, is an 
m-pure subgroup of every Hi, i+ 1. (A subgroup A of abelian group B is said to be 
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m-pure if mB n A = mA.) A group H is said to be locally pure if it has an I-pure base, 
for each finite I co. 
Proposition 2.3. Let 53 be a class of rings. 
(1) If 53 is (finitely) axiomatizable, QUT,(R) is also (finitely) axiomatizable. 
(2) The axiomatizable closure of UT,(R) consists of all groups H such that, for every 
finite I cw and 4 E Th(si), there is an I-pure base !J with Ring(H, h) a model of 4. In 
particular, UT, is the class of all locally pure groups in QUT,. 
Proof. (1) is a consequence of Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 1.5. 
(2) For a finite I co and C#J E Th(R), let @(c$, I) be the group sentence expressing 
the existence of an Z-pure base h such that 4 holds in Ring(H, h). Every cD(& I) holds 
in UT,(R) and therefore in UT,(%). If H is a model of all the @(~,Z)‘S, in an 
K,-saturated H’ E H there is a pure base h with Ring(H’, h) E R. As in the proof of 
Proposition 2.1, H’ E UT,(A) E UT,(R). Thus H E UT,(S). Cl 
Remark 2.4. The result contrasts with Proposition 2.1: the axiomatizable closure of 
UT,* consists of all expanded pure groups, but the axiomatizable closure of UT, 
consists of all locally pure groups. In [S] we have constructed a rather subtle example 
of a locally pure group (over a commutative ring, for IZ = 3), which is not pure. (The 
construction depends on n = 3, but I believe that the notions pure and locally pure 
differ for every n 3 3.) As a byproduct, we have that the class UT3 is not elementarily 
closed, even though closed under ultraproducts. The non-axiomatizability of UT,, is 
a more non-trivial fact than that of UT:. The reason is that a group of the form 
UT,(R, gl, . . . ,gn_ 1) can be isomorphic to an ordinary unitriangular group, even if 
not all the gi’s are coboundaries. In [4] we have constructed a group elementarily 
equivalent to UT,(Z), which is not in UT,. 
Below we shall study what are the groups elementarily equivalent to the group 
UT,,(R). Of course, they are all of the form UT,(S, ql, . . . , q,, _ 1). The problem is what 
one can say about S and ql, . . . ,qnel. 
2.3. Positive results 
Proposition 2.5. Suppose UT,@, ql, . . . , qn_l) = UT,(R,g, ,..., gn_l). Then R+ = S+. 
Proof. The groups S+ and R+ are isomorphic to the centers of the quasiunitriangular 
groups considered. 0 
Proposition 2.6. Zf UT,(S, ql, . . . , q,, _ 1) E UT,(R, gl, . . . , gn - 1) and R is torsion-free, 
then the cocycles ql,. . . , qn_ 1 are pure. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.5, S+ is torsion-free. But any abelian extension of any group 
by a torsion-free group is pure. 0 
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Proposition 2.7. If G 5 UT,(R, gl, . . . , g,, _ 1 ), where R is a domain or a commutative 
associative ring, then G has a form UT,(S, ql, . . . ,qn_l), for some S = R. 
Proof. It follows from (1) of Proposition 2.3 that, for every 4 E Th(R), the group G has 
a form UT (Sd qf, . . . n > , qt_ 1), where S@ is a model of (p, S’#’ is a domain if R is, and S@’ is 
a commutative associative ring if R is. 
If R is a commutative associative ring, all the S+“s are isomorphic by Theorem 1.13 
and are therefore elementarily equivalent to R. 
Suppose R is a domain. Let Th(R) = {$,,,: m < CO}, g$,, = $,, A ... A $,,, and 
S, = S#“. By Theorem 1.14, S, ‘v SO or Sip, for any m. Then (m: S, N SO} or (m: 
S, N St’) is infinite. If the first set is infinite, SO z R; otherwise the second set is 
infinite and Stp = R. Since, by Proposition 1.7, 
G 21 UT,(S”,P, qk 1, . . . , qp), 
in both the cases the result follows. 0 
Proposition 2.8. If a group H is K1-saturated, H = UT,(R, gl, . . . , gn- 1) and 
91, .-., gn_ 1 are pure, then H N UT,(R’), for some R’ E R. 
Proof. Since H is K1-saturated there is a pure base h in H such that Ring(H, h) E R. 
The centre of H is K,-saturated and therefore pure-injective; so h is a splitting base. 
Therefore, by Corollary 1.4, H ‘v UT,(R’), where R’ = Ring(H, 6). 0 
Proposition 2.9. Suppose S = R. Then UT,(S) 3 UT,(R). Moreover, 
UT,& 41, . . . , qn-1)~UT,(R,gl,...,g.-1), 
provided the cocycles gi’s and qi’s are pure. 
Proof. The first claim follows from the fact that the group UT,,(R) can be interpreted 
in the ring R without parameters uniformly in R. 
To prove the second claim consider HI-saturated groups elementarily equivalent to 
UT&S, 41, . . . . q.-1) and UT,(R,gl,..., gn_l); by Proposition 2.8 they are of the 
forms UT,(S’), UT,(R’), where S’ = S, R’ = R, respectively. Now the result follows 
from the first claim. 0 
Proposition 2.10. If R is a domain or a commutative associative ring and R is torsion- 
free, then G E UT,(R, gl, . . . ,gn_l) iff G has aform UT,(S,q, ,..., qnml),for some 
S = R. 
Proof. The $ part follows from Propositions 2.6 and 2.9 and the only if part is 
a special case of Proposition 2.7. q 
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Proposition 2.11. Suppose R+ is the direct sum ofa bounded group and a divisible group. 
If G E UT,(R), then G N UT,(S),f or some S. For every 4 E Th(R), the ring S can be 
chosen to be a model of 4. 
For the proof we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.12. Let A be an abelian group, A = B @ D, where B is bounded and D is 
divisible. Let I be the set of all prime power divisors of exp(B). Then an abelian extension 
A < C is pure iff it is l-pure. 
Proof of Lemma 2.12. As the only ifpart is trivial, we need to prove only the ifpart. It 
suffices to show that B is a pure subgroup of C, that is, B npkC < pkB, for every 
prime p and natural number k. Suppose p” divides exp(B), but p”‘+l does not. Then 
pm B is p-torsion free; hence p k B = pm B, for k 2 m. As B is a pm-pure subgroup of C, we 
have, for every k 2 m, 
BnpkC< Bnp”C=pmB=pkB. 
If k < m, we have B n pk C d pk B because B is an Z-pure subgroup of C. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2.11. Let m be the exponent of the reduced part of R+. As 
G = UT,(R), we have Z(G) = R+, hence Z(G) = B 0 D, where B is of exponent m and 
D is divisible. Let I be the set of all prime power divisors of m; it is a finite set. Let 
4 E Th(R). Due to G E UT,(R), there is an Z-pure base g in G such that Ring(G, g) is 
a model of 4. By Lemma 2.12 this base is pure. By [13, 21.2, 27.5, 38.31, Z(G) is 
pure-injective. So g is a splitting base and the result follows from Corollary 1.4. 0 
Proposition 2.13. Suppose R+ is the direct sum of a bounded group and a divisible group 
and R is a domain or a commutative associative ring. Then G E UT,,(R) iff G N UT,,(S), 
.for some S = R. 
We need the following 
Lemma 2.14. Suppose UT,(R, gi, . . . . gn-l) = UT,@, q1 ,... ,qn-t). I’ R and S are 
commutative associative rings, R E S. If R and S are domains, R 3 S or R = Sop. 
Proof of Lemma 2.14. Let H be a model of the complete theory of the two groups 
considered such that the types of their standard bases are realized in H by some tuples 
r and rj. Then 
Ring(H, r) 3 Ring(UT,*(R, gl, . . . ,gn- i)) N R, 
Ring(H, E.) 3 Ring(UT,*(S, ql, . . . ,qnP1)) N S. 
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By Theorem 1.2, 
H N UT,@‘, g;, . . ..gh-l)-UT.(S’,q;,...,q:,-l), 
where R’ = Ring(H, r) 3 R and S’ = Ring(H, 5) E S. 
If R and S are commutative and associative, R’ and S’ are also commutative and 
associative; then, by Theorem 1.13, R’ N S’; therefore R = S.. 
If R and S are domains, R’ and S’ are also domains; then, by Theorem 1.14, R’ is 
isomorphic or antiisomorphic to S’; therefore R = S or R = Sop. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2.13. The ifpart holds for an arbitrary R, by Proposition 2.9. We 
prove the only if part. If G z UT,,(R), then by Proposition 2.11, G N UT,,(S), where 
S is commutative and associative if R is, and S is a domain if R is. By Lemma 2.14, 
S = R in the first case and S = R or Sop = R in the second case. Since 
UT,(S) N UT,(YP), by Corollary 1.8, the result follows. Cl 
Corollary 2.15. ZfR is a skewfield then G = UT,(R) i#G N UT,(S),fiv SOme S = R. 
We shall show that the conditions in the results above are essential. To construct 
examples we need the following observations. 
2.4. Quasiunitriangular groups and Cartesian products 
Proposition 2.16. If R = flie, Ri, then UT,(R) = flieI UT”(Ri). 
Proof. Easy. 0 
Proposition 2.17. Let {Hi: i E I} be a family of groups, H = niel ~~~ Let b = {hkl: 
1 < k < 1~ n} be a family in H, n 2 3. Then 
(1) h is a base in the group H iff,for every i E I, pi = {hkl(i): 1 < k < 1< n> is a base in 
the group Hi; 
(2) if fb is a base in H, then Ring(H, h) = nisi Ring(Hi, hi)_ 
Proof. To prove (1) we need the following 
Claim 2.18. Let S(Z) be aformula of the form Vj(d(X, j) + $(X, j)). where 4 and $ are 
positive primitive formulas. Let (pi: i E Z} be a family of structures of the language of 
9 such that VX3j&l, j) holds in every pi. Then 9(f) holds in the direct product of the 
family i$%(f;:) holds in ‘ui, for all i E 1. 
Proof of Claim 2.18. The ifpart holds as 9 is a Horn formula; the only $part can be 
easily verified using the condition Vl374(.i?, j) holds in every Iui. 0 
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Now (1) follows from the O-definability of the notion of base by a formula of the 
form V~(+(X, j) + $(.%, j)) where 4 and $ are positive primitive formulas and 
VX4(X, 2) holds in any group (see Section 1.9). 
(2) It can be easily seen that, for every n 3 3, there is a positive primitive formula 
p(u, u, w, 2) such that, for any group G with a base g, the formula p(u, u, w, g) defines 
the graph of the multiplication operation in Ring(G, 9). 
Clearly, Z(H) = niel Z(Hi). Let a, b, c E Z(H). Then 
Ring(H, h) ka 0 b = c 
iff Hbp(a,b,c,$) 
iff Hi ~p(ai, bi, ci, bi) for all i E I 
iff Ring(Hi, bi) kai pi bi = ci for all i E I. 
So (2) holds. 0 
Corollary 2.19. If a ring R is indecomposable into a Cartesian product, the group 
UT,(R, 91, . . . ,gn_ 1) is also indecomposable. The group UT,(R) is decomposable into 
a Cartesian product iff the ring R is. 
2.5. Negative results 
Proposition 2.20. There exist associative rings P and R of prime characteristic such that, 
for every n 2 3, UT,(P) = UT,,(R), but, for every S = R, UT,,(P) cannot be represented 
in the form UT,(S, ql, . . . ,q,,_ 1). 
To prove the proposition we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.21. Let {pi: i E I) be an injinite family of L-structures, T the set of all 
sentences 4 such that {i E I: pi bl4> is jinite, and ‘8 a model of T. Then 
In particular, this holds for the ultraproduct 2l = niel ‘%ilD modulo a non-principal 
ultrafilter D on I. 
We first need the following fact. 
Fact 2.22 [12]. For every L-sentence I++, there are a positive integer m and L-sentences 
e o, . . . ,8,_ 1 such that for any non-empty set Z there exist a positive integer n, subsets 
S O, . . . , S,_ 1 of m andfunctions go , . . . , gn- 1 E co”’ such that, for everyfamily (2Ii: i E I} of 
L-structures, ti holds in ni,t %i ifi for some k < n, 1 {i: %i I= 6,) ( is equal to gk( j) ifj E Sk 
and greater than gk(j) otherwise. 
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Proof of Lemma 2.21. W.1.o.g. we can assume that 0 $ I; denote ‘&, = %, I0 = I u (0). 
For an L-sentence 9, denote J = {i E I: 9Ii ke} and Jo = {i E I,: Iui k e}. If .Z is finite, 
Jo = J; if J is infinite, Jo is infinite, too. 
For an L-sentence +, consider the corresponding number m and the L-sentences 
9 0, . . . ,8,_ 1 from the fact above. Since 1 II = I IO), for Z and I, the parameters n, S,‘s 
and gk’s are the same. Therefore I,+ holds in Hi., ui iff $ holds in nis,O ‘?I(. Then 
Lemma 2.21 is proved. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2.20. Let p be a prime. For any field F of characteristic p, F # F,, 
the ring 
satisfies the following property: every non-zero right ideal has a cardinality 2 1 F (. 
Indeed, it is easy to see that the proper right ideals of K(F) are exactly 
(i L), {(i 3”): btF), a#O. 
For every additive subgroup A of F the set 
0 A 
( > 0 0 
is a left ideal in K(F), so there are left ideals of cardinality p < (FI. 
Let D be a non-principal ultrafilter on the set {2,3,4, . ..}. F, = n,,, , 1 F&D. 
Denote K, = K(F,,), K, = K(F,). It is easy to see that K, = n,, ,K,/D. 
Put ZJ=n,,, K,,R = P x Kzp. Since, by Corollary 1.8, UT,(Kzp) N UT,(K,) 
and, by Lemma 2.21, P x K, = P, we have 
UT,(R) ill UT,(P) x UT,(KZp) 
N UT,(P) x UT,(K,) N UT,(P x K,) = UT,(P). 
We show that UT,(P) cannot be represented in the form UT,,@, ql, . . . , qn_ 1), 
where S E R. Suppose the contrary. Then, for some base b in UT,(P), 
S N Ring(UT,(P), b) E R. 
For every m > 1 the ring R satisfies the following first order property: 
There is a minimal central idempotent e such that (1) every non-zero left ideal of the 
ring Re has a cardinality 2 pm; (2) f or any minimal central idempotent e’ di;fferent from 
e there is a left ideal of cardinality p in Re’. 
Indeed, in a ring of the form K(F) the only non-zero central idempotent is the unit. 
Therefore in R the minimal central idempotents are exactly the units of the factors 
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KzP and K,, m > 1. Since, by the remark above, every non-zero left ideal of Kzp is 
infinite and there is a left ideal in K, of cardinality p, one can take the unit of Klp as e. 
So this property holds in S. Then there is a minimal central idempotent e in S such 
that every non-zero left ideal in Se is infinite; in particular, Se is infinite. 
By (2) of Proposition 2.17, S N nI,, 1 Ring(UT,(K,), h,). Since every minimal 
central idempotent of a direct product belongs to one of the factors, 
Ring(UT,(K,), ljm) is infinite for some m. But it is of the same cardinality as K,, 
a contradiction. q 
Proposition 2.20 demonstrates that in Propositions 2.7 and 2.13 the condition R is 
a domain or a commutative associative ring is essential. 
In Proposition 2.6 the condition R is torsion-free is essential because there are 
a commutative ring R and a group H = UTJ(R) such that H is not pure [S]. The latter 
fact also shows that in Proposition 2.8 the condition H is K,-saturated is essential. 
In Proposition 2.9 the condition of purity of the cocycles is essential: we have shown 
in [S] that, for even k, the groups UT,(Zk) and UT3(Zk, pr, pr) are not isomorphic, 
where pr is the cocycle (x, y)~xy. 
By the same reason, in Proposition 2.10 the condition R is torsion-free is essential. 
In [3] we have shown that there is a group G 3 UT,(Z), G $ UTs. By this reason, 
the condition on R+ in Proposition 2.11 is essential. 
3. The number of models in a power of the theory of a unitriangular group 
In this section we study connections between the number of models in a power of 
the theory of a ring and the one of the unitriangular group over the ring. 
For a structure ‘% and an infinite power II, denote by Z(A, %) the number of models 
of Th(2I) in A. 
3.1. Equi-stability and equi-smallness of UT, (R) and R 
Proposition 3.1. For any cardinal 1, UT,,(R) is I-stable ifs R is i-stable. The theory of 
UT,(R) is small ifs the theory of R is small. 
Proof. The ring R and the group UT,,(R) interpret each other, by Section 1.7. 0 
Corollary 3.2. If R is unsuperstable, then, for every uncountable 1, Z(A, UT,,(R)) 
= Z(A, R) = 2”. Zf R is not small, I(&, UT,,(R)) = I(&,, R) = 2’0. 
Proof. The first part is a consequence of [20, VIII.2.11. The second part follows from 
the fact that a theory having uncountably many types has 2No types. Cl 
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3.2. DCC for stable or small rings 
We need the following well-known observation. 
Fact 3.3. Any stable ring R satisfies the descending chain condition for principal 
one-sided ideals. 
Proof. If DCC fails for, say, principal right ideals, the formula (3z)x = yz has the 
order property. 0 
We also need the following fact which is a modification of Cherlin’s lemma [25, 
Lemma 10.43. 
Proposition 3.4. Let R be a ring. If a0 R 2 aI R I ..’ or Ra,, I Ra, 3 ... , then there are 
2*O 2-types over {pi: i < o}. 
Proof. Suppose, say, a,,R=,aIRI ... . We can assume that (aiR:Ui+lRl 2 2’+‘, for 
every i. We show that the set of formulas p(v) = ((Vy)qo # ai+ 1 y : i < co} is finitely 
satisfiable in R. Suppose the contrary. Then R = A,, v ... v Ak, for some k < co, 
where Ai = (XE RI UixEai+lR}. Clearly, lR:Ail > IaiR:Ui+lRI 2 2’+‘. By 
Neumann’s lemma (see [lS], Theorem 2.12]), one can assume that all the At’s are of 
finite index in R; then A = A,, n ... n Ak is of a finite index m in R. Thus 
m < m/2 + ... + m/2k < m, a contradiction. 
Let b be a realization of the type p in R’, an elementary extension of R; then 
sib $ Ui+ 1 R’. By a well-known observation of Macintyre [15], there are 2’0 l-types 
over {b, aO, aI, . ..}. therefore there are 2*o 2-types over (ao, al, . ..}. 0 
Proposition 3.5 If R is an associative ring without zero divisors, which is stable or small, 
then R is a skew field. 
Proof. Let a E R, a # 0. Then, by Fact 3.3 and Proposition 3.4, for some m, 
a”R = am+lR. As R has no zero divisors, for every b E R, there is c E R with 
b = ac. Analogously, for every b E R, there is c E R with b = ca. Hence R is a skew 
field. 0 
Proposition 3.6. If R is a stable or small ring with unit, then R+ is the direct sum of 
a bounded subgroup and a divisible subgroup. 
Proof. By Fact 3.3 and Proposition 3.4, m!R = (m + l)! R = . . . , for some m. Then 
m! Rf is a divisible subgroup of Rf; hence R+ = B @ m! R+ and m!B = 0. 0 
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3.3. The number of models of Th(UT,(R)): positive results 
Proposition 3.7. If R is stable or small, every group elementarily equivalent to UT,,(R) 
has a form UT,,(S), for some ring S. If, in addition, R is a commutative associative ring or 
a domain G 3 UT,(R) ifsG N UT,(S), for some S = R. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.11, 2.13 and 3.6. El 
Theorem 3.8. Let R be a commutative associative ring with unit. Then, for every infinite 
cardinal A, I(& R) = Z(A, UT,(R)). 
Proof. If R is stable or small then, by Theorem 1.13 and Proposition 3.7, SHUT,(S) 
is a one-to-one correspondence between the models of Th(R) and the models of 
Th(UT,(R)), and the result follows. If R is unstable and non-small, then, by Corollary 
3.2, I@, R) = I(& UT,(R)) = 2’. 0 
Theorem 3.9 Let R be a domain. Then 
(1) for every uncountable 2, I(& R) = I(& UT,,(R)); 
(2) I(&,, R) 3 I(&, UT,(R)), and > holds iffR is a skewfield, I(&,, R) -C NO and 
there is a countable S such that S = Sop 3 R, but S is not isomorphic to Sop. 
Proof. (1) If R is unsuperstable, then by Corollary 3.2, I(& UT,(R)) = I(& R) = 2*, 
for every uncountable i. If R is superstable, then, by Proposition 3.5, R is a skew field 
and, in fact, a commutative algebraically closed field, by [lo]. Then, by Theorem 3.8, 
1(A, UT,,(R)) = 1(1, R). (This number is equal to 1, for 1 > Ke, or No, for i = K,.) 
(2) If R is not small, I(&,, UT,(R)) = I(&,, R) = 2’0. If R is small then, by 
Proposition 3.5, R is a skew field and, by Theorem 1.14 and Proposition 3.7, 
SHUT,(S) is an (at most two)-to-one correspondence between the countable models 
of Th(R) and the countable models of Th(UT,(R)), so the result follows. 0 
Proposition 3.10. If R is a stable domain, I(& UT,(R)) = Z(n, R), for every II. 
Proof. Due to (1) of Theorem 3.9 we need to consider only /1 = K,,. Suppose 
I(&,, UT,,(R)) # I(&,, R). Then, by Section 3.1 and Proposition 3.5, R is a stable 
small skew field and hence a commutative algebraically closed field, by [24], a contra- 
diction to Theorem 3.8. 17 
Conjecture 3.11. For every domain R and injnite 2, I(& UT,(R)) = I(& R). 
This conjecture is equivalent to the following: 
Conjecture 3.12. There is no skew field R such that 
(4 L(&, R) < NO, 
(b) K is antiisomorphic to itself; but S is not, for some countable S, K z R. 
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Indeed, (a) and (b) obviously imply the condition for > in (2) of Theorem 3.9; if the 
condition holds, one can take the countable saturated model of Th(R) as K in (a). 
I conjecture that there is actually no skew field R with I(&, R) < N,. By [24], such 
an R must be unstable. The question is open even for commutative fields R. 
3.4. The number of models of Th(UT,(R)): a negative result 
Videla [21,22] asked whether I@, R) = I@, UT,(R)), for every R and A. We answer 
the question in the negative. To do this we need the following construction. 
3.4.1. Idealization of a bimodule 
Let S be an associative ring with unit and M an (S, S)-bimodule. Define operations 
+ and . on the set M + S of formal sums m + s (m E M, s E S) as follows: 
(m + s) + (m’ + s’) = (m + m’) + (s + s’) 
(m + s) . (m’ + s’) = (sm’ + s’m) + ss’. 
It is easy to see that M + S is an associative ring with unit. Moreover, M is its ideal 
with trivial multiplication, S is its subring and M + S is a semidirect product of them. 
3.4.2. Indecomposability of idealizations 
Proposition 3.13. If S is indecomposable into a direct product, M + S also is. 
Proof. Let m + s be a central idempotent in M + S. Then ms + sm = m and s is 
a central idempotent in S. As S is indecomposable, s is 0 or 1. In both the cases 
ms+sm=mimpliesm=O;som+sisOor 1. 0 
3.4.3. Rings elementarily equivalent to idealizations 
Proposition 3.14. Let S be Jinite and assume 
(i) there is m0 E M such that smO = m,,s = 0 implies s = 0, for every s E S, 
(ii) for every non-zero s E S, AnnM(s) is of injinite index in M. 
Then the rings elementarily equivalent to M + S are exactly rings of theform M’ + S, 
where M’ = M. 
Example. An example of an (S, S)-bimodule satisfying (i) and (ii) is M = SC’), for any 
infinite A. Indeed, one can take as m, in (i) any function f E S’“’ withf(a) = 1, for some 
CL < A. The condition (ii) holds, due to 1 # Ann,(s), for s # 0, and 
Ann,(s) = Ann (s)(~). s 
Proof. It is easy to see that, for a finite S, the ring M + S can be interpreted in M without 
parameters (uniformly in M). Therefore, M E M’ implies M + S G M’ + S. 
Let JSI = n. Then M is an ideal of index n in M + S. By (i), Ann,+s(mo) = M. 
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We show that, for every a E M + S, the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(1) a E M, (2) M E AnnM+s(a), (3) AnnM+s(a) is of finite index in M + S. 
The implications (1) j (2) * (3) are obvious; we show (3) * (1). Let a = m + s. We have 
(M:Ann,(s)( = IM:M nAnn,+s(a)l d (M + S:AnnM+&)I < co. 
Then, by (ii), s = 0, that is, a E M. 
It follows that, for a E M + S, M = Ann M+S(u) iff AnnM+s (a) is of index n in 
M + S. So M is O-definable in M + S by a ring formula p(u) saying that there is u such 
that Ann(u) has the index n and v E Ann(u). 
Clearly, M + S satisfies the first order sentence x saying that, for every a and b, if 
Ann(u) and Ann(b) are of index n, then Ann(u) = Ann(b) and Ann(u)2 = 0. 
Note that, if S’ is a complement of M in M + S, then there is an isomorphism 
n: S + S’ such that sm = n(s)m and ms = mn(s), for every s E S. Indeed, every s E S can 
be uniquely represented as m + s’, for some m E M, s’ E S’; put z(s) = s’. It is easy to 
verify that z satisfies the conditions above. 
Therefore M + S satisfies the first order sentence $ saying that, for every 
a, rt, r;, . . . ,r, rb, if Ann(a) is an ideal of index n and {rl, . . . ,r,}, {r;, . . . ,rL} are 
subrings being complements of Ann(u), then, for some permutation cr, the map ri I-+ rbi 
is an isomorphism of these subrings and rix = &x, xri = x&i, for every x E Ann(u). 
Lets= {si,..., s,}. For every sentence 4 of the language of (S, S)-bimodules such 
that M satisfies 4, the ring M + S satisfies the sentence 4* saying that there are 
a,r,,..., r, such that (i) Ann(u) is an ideal of index n, (ii) {r,, . . . , r,} forms a subring 
R isomorphic to S under ri ++ si, (iii) the whole ring is a semidirect product of Ann(u) 
and R, (iv) Ann(u) considered as an (R, R)-bimodule satisfies 4 if si is interpreted as ri. 
Suppose K = M + S and 4 E Th(M). As 4* holds in K, the ring K is a semidirect 
product of an ideal I of the form Ann(u) and a subring S’ isomorphic to S. Since 
x holds in K such an I is unique and I2 = 0. As 4* holds in K, there is a monomor- 
phism r+ : S -+ K such that r,(S) is a complement of I in K and I satisfies 4 if we 
consider it as (S, S)-bimodule interpreting s as z@(s). Since K satisfies $, one can 
choose r@ in such a way that z+(S) = S’. 
Let Th(M) = (e,,, @i, . ..}. # = B0 A ... A Qi. Since there are only finitely many 
isomorphisms from S onto S’, there is a monomorphism r such that T@~ = 2, for 
infinitely many i. We can consider I as (S, S)-bimodule, interpreting s as r(s). Denote 
this bimodule by M’; clearly M’ = M. Obviously, M’ + S = K under the isomor- 
phism u + SHU + z(s), for u E I, s E S. 0 
3.4.4 Cutegoricity of a bimodule 
Proposition 3.15. Let S be a jinite indecomposable ring with unit. Then, for every 
injinite 1, the (S, S)-bimodule S(‘) is totally categorical. 
Proof. It is known [25] that, for any finite indecomposable right module M, 
the module M(“) is totally categorical. It is well known that (R, S)-bimodules 
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can be naturally considered as right (RoP 0 S)-modules and vice versa. The 
indecomposability of the ring S means that S is indecomposable as an (S, S)-bimodule 
or, equivalently, as a right (Sop @ S)-module. So S’“’ is totally categorical as a right 
(Sop @ S)-module, hence as an (S, S)-bimodule. 0 
3.4.5. Cutegoricity of idealizations 
Proposition 3.16. Let S be a finite indecomposable ring with unit, d > KO, 
Kn = S(“) + S. Then the ring Kn is totally categorical and indecomposable; the rings 
elementarily equivalent to it are exactly the rings of the form K,, p > HO. 
Proof. By 3.4.2, 3.4.3 and 3.4.4. 0 
Proposition 3.17. Let S and R bejnite associative rings with unit, M an (S, S)-bimodule, 
N an (R, R)-bimodule and M + S = N + R. Then S = R. In particular, Kn = KiP 
implies S ‘v Sop. 
Proof. The formula p from the proof of Proposition 3.14 defines the ideals M and N in 
the rings M + S and N + R, respectively. Then S N (M + S)/M = (N + R)/N 21 R. 
As S and R are finite, R N S. q 
3.4.6. A counterexample for Videla’s question 
Proposition 3.18. Let S be a finite indecomposable ring with unit, which is not isomor- 
phic to Sop. Let Kn = S(“) + S, R”’ = K1 x KgP, R = RKoNO. Then 
(1) the models ofTh(R) are exactly R”, for A, p > KO; 
(2) R”’ N RYP iff I = v, p = p; 
(3) Th(R) is &,-categorical and &-stable; 
(4) L(K,, R) = 3; 
(5) I(K1, UT,,(R)) = 2,for every n > 3. 
Proof. (1) follows from Proposition 3.16 and the following claim. 
Claim 3.19. If A and B are indecomposable rings with unit, the models of Th(A x B) are 
exactly the rings of the form A’ x B’, where A’ = A and B’ = B. 
Proof of Claim 3.19. By the Feferman-Vaught theorem, if A’ 3 A and B’ = B, 
then A’xB’=AxB. Suppose C-AxB. Let Th(A)={&,4,,...}, Th(B)= 
($0, *I> ... }. For every n the ring A x B satisfies the first order sentence saying that 
there is a non-trivial central idempotent e, such that e, generates an ideal satisfying 
& A ... A (P,, and 1 - e, generates an ideal satisfying IJ,, A ... A rjn. As A and 
B are indecomposable rings, A x B has only two non-trivial central idempotents; 
so the same is true for C. Therefore there is a non-trivial central idempotent 
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e in C such that e, = e, for infinitely many n. Let A’ = Ce and B’ = C(1 - e); then 
A’EA,B’EBandC=A’xB’. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.18 (continued). (2) As K1 and KiP are indecomposable, an 
isomorphism RaP z RYP induces isomorphisms Kn N K,, KoP 1: KoP or KA N KoP 
KiP N K,. Since the latter is impossible, by Proposition 3.1; the risult follows. 
P ’ 
(3) holds because, as is well-known, the product of two totally categorical struc- 
tures is always &categorical and &stable. 
(4) follows from (1) and (2): the models of Th(R) in K1 are exactly RKIK1, RKLKO, 
RKIKl, and they are pairwise non-isomorphic. 
(5) Since R is &categorical, the models of Th(UT,(R)) are exactly groups of the 
form UT,(R’), R’ = R (see Proposition 3.22), that is, by (l), UT,(R@), 2, p B KO. In 
particular, the models in Kr are exactly UT,,(RKIK1), UT,(RKIKO), UT,(RKoK1). The 
latter two groups are isomorphic because, due to Corollary 1.8, 
UT,(RKIKo) ‘u UT,(KK,) x UT,(Kz) 
N UT,(Kg) x UT,(KH,) = UT,(RKoK1). 
The first two groups are not isomorphic. Indeed, the rings KK, and Kz are saturated 
as uncountable models of an uncountably categorical theory. Therefore RKIK1 and 
UT,(RKIK1) are also saturated. The ring RKLKo is of power Ki and has a countable 
definable ideal Kg, so it is not saturated. As this ring is interpretable in the group 
UTn(RKINo), the group is not saturated. So the theory of UT,(R) has exactly two 
models in K,. 0 
So we have the negative answer to Videla’s question: 
Theorem 3.20. There exists an associative ring R such that, for every n 2 3, 
Z(N1, R) = 3, but Z(K1, UT,,(R)) = 2. 
3.4.7. Open questions 
Problem. Is there a ring R with I(&,, UT,(R)) # I(&, R)? 
Z(Ko, UT,(R)) > Z(%, R)? Z(k UT,(R)) -=-c Z(No, R)? 
Problem. Is there a ring R with Z(A, R) < Z(A, UT,,(R)), for some uncountable 1? 
By Corollary 3.2, such a ring R must be small, for the first of the problems and 
superstable, for the second one. Therefore, due to Proposition 3.7 the models of 
Th(UT,(R)) are of the form UT,(S). In general, S cannot be chosen elementarily 
equivalent to R, as Proposition 2.20 shows. This is why the existence of such rings 
does not seem improbable. 
Note that if, for an uncountable A, one of the cardinals Z(/z, R) and Z(A, UT,(R)) is 
finite, then they are both finite and Z(& R) 3 Z(A, UT,(R)). Indeed, by Proposition 
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3.23, R is Kr-categorical iff UT,,(R) is. Suppose they are not Kr-categorical, but Z(n, R) 
or Z(& UT,(R)) is finite, for some uncountable d. By [14], R or UT,,(R) is K,_,- 
categorical and &-stable. So, by Propositions 3.1 and 3.22, they are both HO- 
categorical and &-stable. (So the construction of Proposition 3.18 is not accidential!) 
Then R+ is bounded and so pure-injective; taking into account Proposition 2.1(2) and 
Corollary 1.4, we see that the models of Th(UT,Y(R)) are exactly the expanded groups 
of the form UT,*(S), where S E R. Since S1 N S2 iff UT,*(S,) N UT:@,), for every 
infinite 2 we have Z(& R) = I(& UT,*(R)). It can be shown that, if T’ is an inessential 
extension of a complete countable theory T by a finite number of constants, then, for 
any uncountable A,Z(,J T’) is finite iff Z(& T) is; moreover, I(,%, T) d Z(A, T’). So, for an 
uncountable 1, I(& UT,,(R)) < I(& UT,*(R)) = Z(1, R) < NO. 
Problem. Is there a ring R such that, for some uncountable 2, I(& UT,(R)) and I(& R) 
are different and infinite? 
Conjecture 3.21. For fixed A and R, Z(A, UT,(R)) does not depend on n. 
3.5. Unitriangular groups over NO-categorical rings 
Proposition 3.22. Let n > 3 and R be a ring with unit, associative if n > 3. Then R is 
HO-categorical @UT,(R) is. In this case the groups elementarily equivalent to UT,(R) 
are exactly the groups of the form UT,(S), where S = R. 
Proof. The ring R and the group UT,,(R) are interpretable each in other, so the first 
statement holds by Ryll-Nardziewski. If UT,(R) is &-categorical, every H z UT,(R) 
is &-saturated. Therefore, there is a pure base h in H such that S = Ring(H, h) 5 R. 
Due to the KO-categoricity, the group H is bounded, so its centre is pure-injective [13, 
27.51. Therefore h splits, and, by Section 1.7, H N UT,(S). 0 
3.6. Unitriangular groups over K1-categorical rings 
Proposition 3.23. Let n 2 3 and R be a ring with unit, associative if n > 3. Then R is 
K,-categorical ifs UT,,(R) is. 
Proof. Suppose R is not Kr-categorical. Then there is an uncountable non-saturated 
R’ = R. As R’ is interpretable in UT,(R’), by Section 1.7, this group is an uncountable 
non-saturated model of the theory of UT,,(R); hence this theory is not Kr-categorical. 
Suppose R is Kicategorical. To prove the Kr-categoricity of UT,(R) it suffices to 
show that the expanded group UT,*(R) is K,-categorical because, as is well known, an 
inessential extension of a theory is K1-categorical iff the theory itself is. Suppose 
(H, b) = UT,*(R). Then h is a pure base in H and 
R’ = Ring(H, h) = Ring(UTz(R)) N R. 
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As R is K1-categorical, R+ is the direct sum of a bounded subgroup and a divisible 
subgroup, by Proposition 3.6. Therefore the same holds for Z(UT,(R)) and hence for 
Z(H). So Z(H) is pure-injective and, by Proposition 1.6(l), the base 6 splits. Thus 
(H, 5) N UT,*(R’), by Corollary 1.4. Clearly, IHI = (R’(. If IHI is uncountable, there is 
a unique R’ = R in the power (H 1; so (H, lj) is uniquely determined by its cardinality, 
up to isomorphism. So UT,*(R) is K1-categorical and we are done. 0 
Conjecture 3.24. For an K,-categorical R, the groups elementarily equivalent to UT,,(R) 
are exactly the groups of the form UT,(S), where S E R. 
Since UT,(S) = UT,(R), for S = R and Th(UT,(R)) is N,-categorical, every un- 
countable model of this theory is isomorphic to UT,(S), for some S = R. So the 
question is what are the countable models of the theory. By Proposition 3.7 they all 
are of the form UT,,(S); the problem is whether one can choose S E R. The question is 
non-trivial, as Proposition 2.20 shows. The following result sheds some light on the 
question. 
Proposition 3.25. Suppose R+ is the direct sum of a bounded subgroup and a divisible 
subgroup, and the theory of the ring R has a prime model RO. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) the groups elementarily equivalent to UT,,(R) are exactly the groups of the form 
UT,,(S), where S E R; 
(ii) UT,(R,) is a prime model; 
(iii) the standard base t realizes a principal type in UT,(RO). 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Since R. is elementarily embeddable into any S = R, the group 
UT,(R,) is elementarily embeddable into any UT,,(S), S = R. 
(ii) j (iii). By Vaught’s theorem, prime models are exactly countable atomic models. 
(iii) * (i). Suppose H 3 UT,,(R). As the type oft is principal, it has a realization 
Ij in H. Then b is a pure base and S = Ring(H, 9) E Ring(UT,*(RO)) = R, = R. As 
Z(H) = R+, the reduced part of Z(H) is bounded; therefore Z(H) is pure-injective. 
Hence the base b splits, by Proposition 1.6(l), and H 5 UT,,(S), by Corollary 1.4. 0 
As an K,-categorical ring R satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.25, Conjecture 
3.24 is equivalent to the following 
Conjecture 3.26. If a ring RO is a prime model of an K1-categorical theory, the group 
UT,(RO) is also a prime model. 
3.7. Morley towers 
For any K1-categorical but not &-categorical theory T, there is an elementary 
chain of its countable models 210 < ‘u, i ..s such that ‘&, is a prime minimal model 
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and, for i < O, ‘%i+l is a prime minimal extension of pi. This chain is said to be 
a Morley tower of T. It is known (see [20, IX. 2.21) that every countable non-saturated 
model of T is isomorphic to a unique 2Ii. 
Proposition 3.27. Suppose RO is an HI-categorical but not NO-categorical ring, and Ro is 
a prime model. Then there is an K,-categorical but not NO-categorical theory of rings 
such that, for its Morley tower SO < S1 _( .e. , the chain of groups 
UT,&) i UT,(Si) < ... is a Morley tower of the corresponding theory of groups and 
UT,(R,,) 2: UT,(Si), for some i < W. 
(Conjecture 3.26 just claims that one can take RO as So.) 
Proof. By Propositions 3.22 and 3.23, Th(UT,(R,)) is Hi-categorical but not No- 
categorical. Let H be its prime minimal model. By Proposition 3.7, H 2: UT,(So) for 
some So. This So is a minimal model, due to Proposition 3.28 below. 
By Propositions 3.22 and 3.23, the ring So is Hi-categorical but not &-categorical. 
Let So < S1 < ... be a Morley tower. Then, by Proposition 3.28, the chain of groups 
UT,(&) i UT,(Si) i ... is a Morley tower of Th(UT,(R,)). The ring RO is not 
saturated being prime and non-&-categorical. So UT,(RO) N UT”(Si), for some 
i<o. 0 
3.8. Minimal extensions 
In the proof of Proposition 3.27 we used the following claim, which is of some 
independent interest. 
Proposition 3.28. Let R be a subring of S. Then 
(1) UT, (R) is a subgroup of UT,(S); it is a proper subgroup ifSR is a proper subring; 
(2) UT,,(R) < UT,(S) iff R 4 S; 
(3) the extension UT,(R) < UT,,(S) is minimal ifl the extension R i S is. 
Proof. (1) is easy. In (2) the if part holds as UT,(R) is uniformly interpretable in 
R without parameters. To prove the only if part suppose UT,(R) < UT,(S). Then 
UT,*(R) 4 UT,*(S) and therefore 
R’ = Ring(UT,*(S)) =$ Ring(UT,*(S)) = S’. 
The isomorphism M. H tl,(a) from S onto S’ maps R onto R’, so R =$ S. 
(3) The only if part is obvious: UT,,(R) < UT,,(P) < UT,(S) if R < P < S. TO prove 
the if part suppose that UT,(R) < H < UT,(S) and the extension R i S is minimal. 
Then the standard base t in UT,,(R) is a base in H and 
R’ = Ring(UT,*(R)) < Ring(H, t) < Ring(UT,*(S)) = S’. 
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As the extension R’ < S’ is isomorphic to R < S, it is minimal; so Ring(H, t) is equal to 
R’ or S’, that is, Z(H) is equal to Z(UT,(R)) or Z(UT,(S)). Then H is equal to UT,,(R) 
or UT,(S), by the following fact. 
Lemma 3.29. Let H be a subgroup of G and b a base in both H and G. Then 
Z(G) = Z(H) ifSG = H. 
Proof of Lemma 3.29. The group H is generated by subgroups Hkl and the group G is 
generated by subgroups GkI, 1 d k < 1< n. S uppose Z(G) = Z(H). To prove G = Hit 
suffices to show that Hkl = Gkl, for all k, 1. By Proposition 1.5, Hkl is definable in H and 
Gkl is definable in G by the same existential formula with parameters h. Therefore 
Hkl d Gkl. For every k, 1 there is an epimorphism rkl: Gkl + G1, such that Ker(rkl) is 
G1, for 1 = k + 1, trivial for 1 # k + 1, and ~~t(H~t) = HI, (see Section 1.6). Let g E Gkl. 
Then zkl(g) E G1, = Z(G) = Z(H) = HI,. Therefore zkl(g) = T,Jh), for some h E Hkl. If 
1 # k + 1 then g = h. If I = k + 1 then ghh’ E Ker(zkl) d Gi, = HI, < Hkl, so g E Hkl. 
Thus Gkl < Hkl and we are done. 0 
As a corollary of the lemma we also have the following result. 
Proposition 3.30. Let R be a domain or a commutative associative ring with unit. If R is 
a minimal model, UT,(R, gl, . . . , gn_l) is also a minimal model. In particular, R is 
minimal zflUT,(R) is minimal. 
Proof. Denote UT,(R, gl,. . . , gn_ 1) by G. Suppose H < G. Then there is a base b in 
H such that P = Ring(H, h) is a commutative associative ring or a domain. Clearly, 
P < Ring(G, h) and G N UT&S, ql, . . . , qn _ 1), for S = Ring(G, h) and some 
ql, . . . , qn_ 1. As S and R are commutative associative rings or domains, S is isomor- 
phic to R or RoP, by Theorems 1.13 and 1.14. Since R is minimal, S is also minimal; so 
P = S. Therefore Z(G) = Z(H) and, by Lemma 3.29, G = H. 0 
Question. Is there R such that R is minimal but UT,(R) is not minimal? 
Corollary 3.31. For commutative associative rings and domains Conjecture 3.26 is valid. 
Proof. For K1-categorical but not &-categorical theories the notion of minimal 
model and the one of prime model coincide. Another proof: in the case considered 
Conjecture 3.24 is valid, by Proposition 3.7. 0 
3.9. When is the type of the standard base in UT,,(R) principal? 
This question is natural in connection with Proposition 3.25. 
Proposition 3.32. The type of the standard base in UT,,(R) is principal ifs the groups 
elementarily equivalent to UT,(R) are exactly the groups of the form 
UT,(S, ql, . . . ,qnel), where S = R and the cocycles ql, . . . ,q,,_ 1 are pure. 
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Proof. To prove the if part it suffices to show, by the Omitting Types Theorem, that 
the type of the standard base t can be realized in UT,(S, ql, . . . , qn_ I), if S = R and 
q1,...,qn_1arepure.WeshowthatUT,*(R)~UTX(S,q,,...,q,-,).Theargumentin 
Proposition 2.8 shows that an K,-saturated model of the theory of the latter expanded 
group has a form UT,*(S’), for some S’ = S. As UT,*(R) E UT,*(S), the result follows. 
We prove the only $part. Let the type oft in UT,,(R) is principal. The type contains 
an infinite collection of formulas saying that the base is pure and the corresponding 
ring satisfies Th(R). Since the type is principal, it can be realized in every H = UT,,(R); 
so,byTheorem1.2,HhasaformUT,(S,q1 ,..., q,_,),whereS=Randq, ,..., qn_l 
are pure. 0 
Remark 3.33. The existence of locally pure non-pure groups [S] and Proposition 2.20 
show that the standard base can realize a non-principal type. On the other hand, by 
Propositions 2.10 and 2.13, if R is a commutative associative ring or a domain and R+ 
is the direct sum of a bounded group and a divisible group or torsion-free, then the 
standard base realizes a principal type. 
In Conjectures 3.24 and 3.26 the assumption of K,-categoricity is essential, as the 
following result shows. 
Proposition 3.34. Let R be the ring Z x Q. Then 
(1) R is a prime minimal model, 
(2) UT,(R) is a minimal but not prime model, 
(3) the type of the standard base in UT,(R) is principal. 
Proof. By [13, Section 51, Ex. 7, 52.21, there is a symmetric 2-cocycleffrom R+ to 
itself, which is not a coboundary. As Rf is torsion-free, f is pure. Hence by 
Proposition 2.9, UT3(R) = UT3(R,f, 0). 
It is easy to see that every element in R is definable; hence R is a prime minimal 
model. By Proposition 3.30 UT,(R) and UT3(R,f, 0) are minimal models. 
It follows that both of them are not prime. Indeed, otherwise 
UT,(R) N UT,(R,f, 0). The cocycle (x, y)~xy from Rf to itself is a coboundary, as 
xy = q(x + y) - q(x) - q(y) in R, for q(x) = x(x - 1)/2. Then, by [3,5.9], the groups 
UT,(R) and UTJ(R,f, 0) are naturally isomorphic, that is, by [3, 4.91, UT:(R) and 
UTj(R,f; 0) are isomorphic. Then, by [3, 4.101, f IS a coboundary, a contradiction. 
By Proposition 2.10, the groups elementarily equivalent to UT3(R) are exactly the 
groups of the form UT3(S, ql, q2), where S % R and ql, q2 are pure. Then, by 
Proposition 3.32, the type of the standard base in UT,(R) is principal. 0 
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